A COLLABORATION BY THE
LAUREL HISTORICAL SOCIETY &
LAUREL ARTS COUNCIL

THE LAUREL POSTCARD PROJECT

We need your help with building a collection of responses to what is happening in the world right now. Your response will become part of the Laurel Historical Society’s collection and part of an online gallery in the near future. It will also give future generations a glimpse of what it was like in Laurel during the year 2020.

Take a postcard, remove the instruction sheet, answer the question below, and mail the card. Thank you!

QUESTION:
HOW HAS YOUR LIFE BEEN AFFECTED BY THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC AND PROTESTS FOR RACIAL JUSTICE?

Laurel Historical Society
info@laurelhistoricalsociety.org  www.laurelhistoricalsociety.org

Laurel Arts Council
laurelartscouncil@gmail.com  www.cityoflaurel.org/boards/commissions/laurel-arts-council

All submissions become property of the Laurel Historical Society and may be used in exhibits or social media posts by LHS or LAC.